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Abstract: 15 

Background: Widespread human-to-human transmission of the severe acute respiratory 16 

syndrome coronavirus two (SARS-CoV-2) stems from a strong affinity for the cellular receptor 17 

angiotensin converting enzyme two (ACE2). We investigate the relationship between a patient’s 18 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary transmission within a series of concurrent 19 

hospital associated SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in British Columbia, Canada.  20 

Methods: Epidemiological case data from the outbreak investigations was merged with public 21 

health laboratory records and viral lineage calls, from whole genome sequencing, to reconstruct 22 

the concurrent outbreaks using infection tracing transmission network analysis. ACE2 23 

transcription and RNA viral load were measured by quantitative real-time polymerase chain 24 

reaction. The transmission network was resolved to calculate the number of potential secondary 25 

cases. Bivariate and multivariable analyses using Poisson and Negative Binomial regression 26 

models was performed to estimate the association between ACE2 transcription the number of 27 
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SARS-CoV-2 secondary cases.  28 

Results: The infection tracing transmission network provided n = 76 potential transmission 29 

events across n = 103 cases. Bivariate comparisons found that on average ACE2 transcription did 30 

not differ between patients and healthcare workers (P = 0.86). High ACE2 transcription was 31 

observed in 98.6% of transmission events, either the primary or secondary case had above 32 

average ACE2. Multivariable analysis found that the association between ACE2 transcription and 33 

the number of secondary transmission events differs between patients and healthcare workers. In 34 

health care workers Negative Binomial regression estimated that a one unit change in ACE2 35 

transcription decreases the number of secondary cases (B = -0.132 (95%CI: -0.255 to -0.0181) 36 

adjusting for RNA viral load. Conversely, in patients a one unit change in ACE2 transcription 37 

increases the number of secondary cases (B = 0.187 (95% CI: 0.0101 to 0.370) adjusting for 38 

RNA viral load. Sensitivity analysis found no significant relationship between ACE2 and 39 

secondary transmission in health care workers and confirmed the positive association among 40 

patients. 41 

Conclusion: Our study suggests that ACE2 transcription has a positive association with SARS-42 

CoV-2 secondary transmission in admitted inpatients, but not health care workers in concurrent 43 

hospital associated outbreaks, and it should be further investigated as a risk-factor for viral 44 

transmission. 45 

 46 

Keywords: ACE2, SARS-CoV-2, Infection Tracing, Transmission Network, Outbreak 47 

Investigation, Multivariable Analysis, Poisson Regression Model, Negative Binomial Regression 48 

 49 

Introduction:   50 

  The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) causes potentially 51 

life threatening lower respiratory and systemic inflammatory disease defined as COVID-19[1–3]. 52 

SARS-CoV-2 has spread widely since late 2019 causing a global pandemic. Two previous public 53 
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health emergencies have provided the opportunity to study human-to-human transmission of 54 

pathogenic coronaviruses. In 2003, the severe acute respiratory syndrome emerged infecting 55 

eight-thousand four-hundred and twenty-two people [4]. In 2012 and 2015 the Middle East 56 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) caused epidemics in the Kingdom of Saudi 57 

Arabia and South Korea with two-thousand five hundred and sixty-two laboratory confirmed 58 

cases reported to the World Health Organization[5]. SARS- and MERS-CoV spread 59 

predominately in health care settings and community spread was controlled by public health 60 

interventions or self-limited[4,5]. The transmission pattern of SARS-CoV-2 contrasts that of the 61 

other pathogenic coronaviruses (SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV). SARS-CoV-2 has predominately 62 

spread within the community, the virus has evolved to become more infectious over time and 63 

vaccination does not protect against re-infection or transmission of newer strains [6]. 64 

Transmission of respiratory viruses like SARS-CoV-2 involves a complex interplay of social, 65 

environmental, and biological variables[7]. Numerous observational studies have described risk 66 

factors of SARS-CoV-2 transmission across a variety of settings including hospitals[8], 67 

households[9], and schools[10,11]. Cumulative evidence suggests that the increased human-to-68 

human transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 in comparison to SARS-CoV stems from stronger 69 

affinity for the primary host receptor angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)[12–14]. SARS-70 

CoV-2 binds to ACE2 through its spike glycoprotein, the spike protein undergoes proteolytic 71 

cleavage before binding with ACE2 prompting endocytosis and membrane fusion[13]. The 72 

Omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2 has a stronger affinity for ACE2 and less reliance on host 73 

proteases biasing cell entry towards endocytosis, consequently less cell fusion and syncytia 74 

formation occurs[15]. ACE2 is highly expressed in the upper and lower respiratory tract, 75 

upregulation may occur in response to stimulation with interferon[16]. SARS-CoV-2 exploits 76 
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upregulation of ACE2 in an interferon rich environment (like the early stages of an innate 77 

immune response) to spread from cell-to-cell producing a high viral titre[17]. In the later stages 78 

of replication, SARS-CoV-2 downregulates ACE2, preventing any benefits to the host mediated 79 

by interferon stimulated upregulation[18,19]. SARS-CoV-2 has a shifting relationship with 80 

ACE2 and like viral load, ACE2 expression fluctuates through the course of viral infection[20–81 

22]. Regardless, SARS-CoV-2 replicates most efficiently in tissues rich with ACE2, the strong 82 

positive association between viral load and ACE2 expression at the time of diagnostic testing 83 

increase the degree of viral shedding and thereby, the risk of ongoing transmission [23].   84 

  To understand the role of ACE2 expression in SARS-CoV-2 transmission, we conducted 85 

an infection tracing network analysis of positive testers in concurrent, single-site, hospital 86 

associated COVID-19 outbreaks in British Columbia during late 2020 and early 2021. The study 87 

aims to: (i) describe the outbreaks in context of person, place, and time, (ii) visualize an infection 88 

tracing transmission network to infer the number of secondary cases per primary case and (iii) 89 

quantify the relationship between the number of potential secondary cases (outcome) and 90 

nasopharyngeal transcription of transmembrane ACE2 (exposure) while adjusting for viral RNA 91 

load, and interaction by case designation (patient or healthcare worker). We build from previous 92 

work which demonstrated no relationship between transmembrane nasopharyngeal ACE2 93 

transcription and age, biological sex or TMPRSS2 transcription in a sample of COVID-19 94 

negative persons[23]. This study contributes novel evidence of how nasopharyngeal ACE2 95 

transcription may drive SARS-CoV-2 transmission and highlights the potential role of 96 

respiratory masks and infection prevention and control measures in limiting the viruses’ 97 

nosocomial spread. 98 

 99 
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Methods: 100 

Study Design and Participants: 101 

  We conducted surveillance for COVID-19 cases in a British Columbian hospital over a 102 

series of outbreaks, from declaration of the first facility associated outbreak on 07-11-2020 to the 103 

date the last outbreak was declared over on 04-01-2021 (dd-mm-yyyy). Participants included 104 

patients and health care workers who tested positive for COVID-19 upon self-reporting or 105 

showing indicative symptoms (e.g. fever, fatigue, cough and loss of taste or smell) or through 106 

asymptomatic point prevalence testing during the outbreak investigations. Inclusion criteria were 107 

applied to select study participants whose diagnostic specimens were tested centrally at the 108 

British Columbia Center for Disease Control Public Health Laboratory, underwent SARS-CoV-2 109 

whole genome sequencing, and had adequate remaining volume of nucleic acid extract to assay 110 

ACE2 transcription. In the case that a participant was tested for COVID-19 more than once, their 111 

first diagnostic specimen from the study period was sampled. Participants who met the inclusion 112 

criteria (n = 202) were excluded from the study if their specimen collection container was not 113 

identifiable (n = 22), whole genome sequencing failed and was not able to classify the viral 114 

lineage (n = 63) or ACE2 transcription was unmeasurable (n = 14) (Figure S1). An analytic 115 

dataset of n= 103 participants was used for analysis. Demographic variables of age, biological 116 

sex, case description (patient or health care worker) and site of infection/ site of transmission 117 

(hospital unit) were drawn from public health laboratory data or the outbreak report of the 118 

investigating epidemiologist. Outbreaks were defined by the presence of one or more confirmed 119 

cases of COVID-19 which were epidemiologically linked within hospital units (Table S3). The 120 

laboratory procedures were performed in a laboratory accredited by the College of American 121 
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Pathologists and BC’s Diagnostic Accreditation Program using validated RT-qPCR and whole 122 

genome sequencing protocols[24–26].    123 

 124 

Ethics Statement: 125 

  Ethical approval for the study was sought from the University of British Columbia human 126 

ethics board (#H20-01110) which was harmonized with the Fraser Health Authority. Written 127 

informed consent was not required. All data was de-identified prior to analysis and the results 128 

were not linked back to any identifying records. This study was deemed as minimal risk to the 129 

participants involved. To ensure privacy the site of the outbreak series will not be disclosed. 130 

 131 

Procedures: 132 

   Participant’s diagnostic specimens were collected by nasopharyngeal swab and stored in 133 

Universal Transport MediumTM (UTM®) (COPAN) and stored at 4�C before RNA extraction.  134 

RNA extraction was performed on the MagMAX-96TM platform with the Viral RNA isolation kit 135 

(ThermoFisher). Host and viral gene transcription was assayed by quantitative real-time 136 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) on the Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR 137 

platform using TaqMan FastVirus 1-step polymerase (ThermoFisher). Reaction volumes were 20 138 

μl, with 5 μl of RNA template, 1μl of 20X primer/probe, 5 μl FastVirus and 9 μl of nuclease free 139 

water. Cycling conditions were set to: 50�C for 5min, 95�C for 20s followed by 40 cycles of 140 

95�C for 15s and 60�C for 1 min. As previously described, multiplex RT-qPCR reactions were 141 

used to detect host (ACE2, GAPDH, RNaseP) and viral (E gene) transcription[27]. Participants 142 

were diagnosed COVID-19 positive with an E gene cycle threshold value < 38 and a RNaseP 143 

gene cycle threshold value < 40. The E gene Ct values were transformed to genome equivalents 144 
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per millilitre using a standard curve of SARS-CoV-2 synthetic RNA (MN908947.3) (Twist 145 

Bioscience)[23].  Relative gene transcription for ACE2 was calculated in proportion to the 146 

control gene GAPDH using the 2-ΔΔCt method[28]. SARS-CoV-2 whole genome sequencing was 147 

performed on all diagnostic specimens which tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-qPCR. 148 

Viral genomes were amplified using a 1200bp amplicon scheme and sequenced on an Illumina 149 

NextSeq instrument[24]. Genome assembly was performed via a modified ARTIC Nextflow 150 

pipeline[29]. Quality control did not pass any genomes with < 85% completeness or < 10X depth 151 

of coverage. Viral lineages were assigned using the PANGOLIN tool (Version 1.15.1)[30].  All 152 

molecular and genomic testing was performed at the BCCDC-PHL. 153 

 154 

Variable Definition: 155 

   Demographic variables of interest were drawn from public health laboratory data, or the 156 

outbreak reports provided by the investigating epidemiologist. The measures included in the 157 

study are age, biological sex, case description, diagnostic specimen collection date (dd-mm-158 

yyyy), SARS-CoV-2 E gene cycle-threshold (Ct) value, ACE2 gene transcription, SARS-CoV-2 159 

lineage (PANGO lineage), site of transmission (hospital unit) and site of infection (hospital unit). 160 

Age, E gene Ct value (transformed to log10 GE/mL[23]) and ACE2 gene transcription are 161 

continuous numeric variables. Biological sex, case description, viral lineage, collection date and 162 

site of transmission/infections are categorical variables.  We assumed that collection date equals 163 

date of symptom onset for this study because once the hospital declared an outbreak, patients and 164 

health care workers were required to be tested at the onset of symptoms.  ACE2 gene 165 

transcription was transformed to a categorical value using the mean transcription value (X� = 166 

0.00, SD = 1.08) of COVID-19 negative testers, from a previous study which collected a random 167 
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sample of n = 212 nasopharyngeal specimens in British Columbia during 2020[23].  The number 168 

of potential secondary cases per primary case was determined by infection tracing transmission 169 

network analysis. ACE2 gene transcription and number of potential secondary cases are the 170 

exposure and outcome of interest. Viral load and case description were included in multivariable 171 

analysis because, they meet the definition of a confounder and are a common cause of the 172 

exposure (ACE2 gene transcription) and outcome (number of secondary cases)[31]. Viral load 173 

and ACE2 gene transcription share a strong positive association, people with high ACE2 gene 174 

transcription were found to have high viral loads[32]. Viral load relates to transmission in that 175 

people with high viral loads may shed more infectious virus[33,34]. Case description (patient or 176 

healthcare worker) relates to ACE2 gene transcription because patients may have comorbidities 177 

or receive medications which affect ACE2 transcription[35]. Health care workers have additional 178 

social connections relative to in-patients, as they can leave work and be exposed to SARS-CoV-2 179 

outside of clinical areas or in the community[8].  180 

 181 

Statistical Analysis: 182 

 183 

Descriptive Statistics: 184 

  The analytic data (n = 103) was used for bivariate analysis. The variables of interest were 185 

stratified by case description and categorical ACE2 transcription.  An epidemiological curve was 186 

visualized for the series of concurrent hospital outbreaks from 07-11-2020 to 04-01-2021 (dd-187 

mm-yyyy).  Parametric statistical tests were used given the large sample size of our study[36].  188 

 189 

 190 
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Infection Tracing Network Analysis: 191 

   A matrix of all possible transmission pairs was permuted using SARS-CoV-2 lineage 192 

classifications, for two cases to form a pair they had to share the same lineage. SARS-CoV-2 193 

lineages circulating in the hospital were diverse enough that the minimal difference of single 194 

nucleotide polymorphisms between them was unlikely to have occurred by mutation during a 195 

single transmission event, suggestion multiple independent introductions (Table S4).  Four 196 

assumptions (i-iv) were used to select potential transmission pairs from all possible 197 

permutations. The first assumption (i) stipulated that specimen collection date (symptom onset 198 

date) of the primary case was before that of the secondary case. The second assumption (ii) 199 

affirms that the primary case’s unit of transmission equals the secondary case’s unit of infection. 200 

The third assumption (ii) holds that the collection date of the secondary case is at least one-serial 201 

interval (5 days) from that of the primary case[37]. The fourth assumption (iv) dictates that the 202 

collection date of the secondary case is not more than three-serial intervals (15 days) from the 203 

primary case[38]. Potential transmission pairs, which met the four-assumptions, were stratified 204 

by categorical ACE2 transcription (High/Low) or viral lineage and plotted overtime.  205 

 206 

Primary Analysis: 207 

  Multivariable analysis was performed to estimate the relationship between ACE2 208 

transcription and number of secondary cases using a Poisson generalized linear regression 209 

model. Variable importance was assessed conceptually using the common cause criterion and 210 

statistically by the partial F-test. Collinearity was measured using the variable inflation factor, 211 

variables with a value greater than five were excluded[39]. Effect modification terms were 212 

included if they were statistically significant and supported conceptually. The two assumptions 213 
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of Poisson models; overdispersion and zero inflation were checked using a ratio of residual 214 

deviance to degrees of freedom (theta)[40] and the score test[41], respectively. If the specified 215 

Poisson model failed to meet either of these assumptions than an alternative quasi-Poisson or 216 

Negative Binomial (NB) model was tested, and the assumptions re-examined. Model fit was 217 

measured by the Akaike information criterion[42].  218 

 219 

Sensitivity Analysis:  220 

  Sensitivity analysis was performed to measure the impact of assumptions (ii, iii and iv) 221 

used to construct the transmission network on the relationship between ACE2 transcription and 222 

number of secondary cases. The assumptions were excluded independently, and the transmission 223 

network was iteratively reconstructed with (n-1) assumptions. Additionally, the fourth 224 

assumption (iv) was challenged by changing the infectious period from 15 days (three serial 225 

intervals) to 10 days (two serial intervals). The number of secondary cases was computed for 226 

each transmission network and used in multivariable analysis.  227 

  Statistical analysis was performed in R version 4.04 using the packages: readxl, 228 

tidyverse, dataexplorer, ggpubr, car, ggsci, stringr, tableone, rio, remotes, lubridate, dplyr, 229 

epicontacts, AER, devtools, rlang, DHARMa, MASS, pscl, epiR, EpiCurve[43]. 230 

 231 

Results: 232 

Descriptive Statistics: 233 

  The analytic dataset contains (n = 103) cases of COVID-19 associated with a single-site 234 

concurrent series of hospital outbreaks from 07-11-2020 to 04-01-2021 (dd-mm-yyyy) in British 235 

Columbia, Canada. Participant characteristics are displayed in Table 1, where the variables of 236 
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interest are stratified by case description (Patients or Health Care Workers) (Table 1). The 237 

bivariate relationship between variables and categorical ACE2 transcription was also investigated 238 

(Table S1). Most cases occurred in patients n = 57 (55%), while n = 48 infections were observed 239 

in health care workers (45%).  The mean age of patients associated with the hospital outbreaks 240 

was 78.61 years, health care workers were significantly younger with a mean age of 41.11 years 241 

(P < 0.001). Most of the healthcare workers (n = 41, 89%) and patients were biologic females (n 242 

= 33, 58%). ACE2 transcription and viral load did not differ between case descriptions (P = 0.86, 243 

P = 0.30). Six SARS-CoV-2 lineages were characterized by whole genome sequencing, two of 244 

which did not have more than one case (B.1.128 and B.1.36.38). The highest proportion of 245 

observed SARS-CoV-2 infections were either SARS-CoV-2 lineage AL.1 (n = 56) or B.1.2 (n = 246 

40) (Table 1), these two lineages have at least a five SNP difference between them (Table S4).  247 

 248 

   An epidemiological curve was made to show the incidence of positive testers per week 249 

over the course of the hospital associate outbreaks. The outbreaks spanned ten epidemiological 250 

weeks (Week-#45-2020 to Week-#1-2021) and possesses a non-normal distribution (Figure 1A 251 

& B). We are cautious to directly interpret the incidence curve as infection prevention and 252 

control practices implemented during the outbreaks (like point prevalence testing and stoppage 253 

of admissions) likely biases the observed incidence of SARS-CoV-2 cases overtime. A first peak 254 

in cases occurred on Week #46-2020 and a second on Week #52-2020. In the first phase of the 255 

outbreaks, many cases occurred on the second floor of the hospital in units 2A, 2B and 2C. Later 256 

transmission was predominately observed on floors four or five in units 4B, 4C, 4D and 5A 257 

(Figure 1A). Multiple introductions of SARS-CoV-2 into the hospital environment occurred over 258 

the surveillance period; however, timely and effective infection prevention and control measures 259 
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limited transmission of several variants like B.1.36.38, B.1.128 and B.1.279 (Table S3, Figure 260 

S2). 261 

  262 

Transmission Network: 263 

  Permuting all possible transmission pairs in which the primary and secondary case share 264 

the same SARS-CoV-2 lineage yielded n = 9389 combinations. Applying the first assumption (i) 265 

filtered the possible transmission pairs to n = 2167. The second assumption (ii) eliminated 266 

another n = 1480 possible pairs for a total of n = 687. The third and fourth assumptions restricted 267 

the possible pairs to n = 382 and n = 76, respectively. A directed transmission network was 268 

constructed from n = 103 cases with n = 76 contacts. The network captures n= 55 transmission 269 

events for viral lineage AL.1 and n = 39 for B.1.2; transmission of the other viral lineages was 270 

either too low (only one case reported) or did not meet the assumption criteria (Figure 2B). The 271 

nodes of the transmission network are shown stratified by categorical ACE2 transcription level 272 

(Low or High) (Figure 2A). The distribution of ACE2 transcription among hospital associated 273 

cases was tested with a single sample proportion test, 82% of cases had above average ACE2 274 

transcription (84/103, P<0.001).   Transmission pairs were further stratified into primary (n = 34) 275 

and secondary cases (n = 28). Primary cases possessed predominately high ACE2 transcription 276 

(29/34, P< 0.001). ACE2 transcription was similarly enriched in secondary cases (23/28, 277 

P<0.01). Overall, 98.6% of transmission events involved at least one case with high ACE2 278 

transcription (Table S2).  279 

 280 

 281 
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Primary Analysis:  282 

 Multivariable NB regression estimated that a one-unit change in ACE2 transcription 283 

decreases the number of secondary cases in health care workers by -0.13 (95%CI: -0.255 to -284 

0.0181) adjusting for RNA viral load and case description (Table 2). Effect modification was 285 

observed between ACE2 transcription and case description; in patients, a one-unit change in 286 

ACE2 increased the number of secondary cases by 0.187 (95% CI: 0.0101 to 0.370). Therefore, a 287 

5 unit increase in ACE2 transcription may lead to approximately one more SARS-CoV-2 288 

secondary case per primary patient case. Poisson and quasi-Poisson regression models were 289 

constructed using the same variables, neither provided a better fit to the NB option (Table 2).   290 

 291 

Sensitivity Analysis: 292 

  A sensitivity analysis was performed to measure the impact of assumptions ii, iii and iv 293 

on construction of the transmission network and number of secondary cases. The first 294 

assumption- that the symptom onset date of the primary case occurs before the secondary case-295 

was not included in the sensitivity analysis, as breaking this assumption would make the 296 

secondary case the primary case.  Omission of the second assumption (ii), so that the primary 297 

case did not share a hospital unit with the secondary case, increased the number of possible 298 

transmission pairs to n = 538 (Figure S3). The network was not clearly resolved and no 299 

significant relationship between ACE2 transcription and the number of secondary cases was 300 

estimated using a Poisson (B= -0.17 [95%CI: -0.903 to 0.558], P = 0.64) or NB regression model 301 

(B = -0.01 [95%CI: -0.082 to 0.0613], P = 0.8) (Figure 3). Both models had a worse fit then 302 

when used in the primary analysis (PoissonAIC = 705 and NBAIC = 691). Leaving out the third 303 

assumption (iii), to appreciate that the secondary case could have been infected in less time than 304 
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the average serial interval, increased the number of possible transmission pairs to n = 246 (Figure 305 

S4). A significant relationship between ACE2 transcription and the number of secondary cases 306 

was estimated using a Poisson (B = -0.60 [95%CI: -1.08 to -0.125], P = 0.015) and NB 307 

regression model (B = -0.11 [95%CI: -0.215 to -0.0189], P = 0.03) (Figure 3). However, neither 308 

model fit better then when used in the primary analysis (PoissonAIC = 618 and NBAIC = 551). Re-309 

analysis without the fourth assumption that the infectious period of SARS-CoV-2 does not 310 

eclipse 15 days increased the possible transmission pairs to n = 158 (Figure S5), no significant 311 

relationship between ACE2 transcription and the number of secondary cases was estimated using 312 

a Poisson (B = 0.0143 [95%CI: -0.284 to 0.313], P = 0.64) or NB regression model (B = 3.90 x 313 

10-3 [95%CI: -0.0849 to 0.0911], P = 0.8) (Figure 3). Additionally, assumption four (iv) was 314 

challenged by decreasing the infectious period to 9.5 days or ~ 2 serial intervals (Figure S6, 315 

transmission pairs n = 48). Applying a shorter infectious period provided the following estimates 316 

using a Poisson (B = -0.270 [95%CI: -0.454 to -0.0852], P = 0.00) and NB regression model (B 317 

= -0.160 [95%CI: -0.324 to -0.0118], P = 0.09) (Figure 3). Importantly, the effect modification 318 

term was significant in the NB model, and it provided a better fit than when used in the primary 319 

analysis (AIC = 269). In patients a one-unit change in ACE2 transcription increases the number 320 

of secondary cases by 0.268 (95% CI: 0.0315 to 0.518, P = 0.04), when adjusting for RNA viral 321 

load (Figure 3).  322 

 323 

Discussion: 324 

  This study describes case-to-case transmission within a series of hospital associated 325 

SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in British Columbia during late 2020 and early 2021. We used a 326 

combination of epidemiological data from outbreak reports, laboratory measurements of ACE2, 327 
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and SARS-CoV-2 lineages derived from whole genome sequencing to recreate the outbreaks 328 

using infection tracing transmission network analysis[44]. The transmission network was 329 

resolved to provide the possible number of transmission events (secondary cases) per primary 330 

case. Bivariate and multivariable analysis was employed to estimate the relationship between 331 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and the number of potential secondary cases.  332 

  Bivariate analysis found that nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription did not differ between 333 

patients and health care workers. However, ACE2 transcription was enriched in cases, more than 334 

fifty percent of the cases had ‘High’ ACE2. The transmission network constructed with all four 335 

assumptions provided n = 76 transmission events for analysis. The simplest recreation of the 336 

outbreaks was provided by a sensitivity analysis where the fourth assumption (iv) was changed 337 

to stipulate an infectious period of 9.5 days (~2 serial intervals), which yielded n = 48 338 

transmission events. Multivariable analysis with Poisson regression models was inferior to NB 339 

regression as the number of secondary cases was over dispersed. In the primary analysis, NB 340 

regression estimated that a one-unit change in nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription decreases the 341 

number of secondary cases in health care workers by B = -0.132 (95%CI: -0.255 to -0.0181, P = 342 

0.04) and increases transmission in patients by B = 0.187 (95% CI: 0.0101 to 0.370, P = 0.04). 343 

Sensitivity analysis using a shorter infectious period of 9.5 days, provided comparable results, no 344 

association was found between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and SARS-CoV-2 345 

transmission from health care workers (P = 0.09). In patients, nasopharyngeal ACE2 expression 346 

was associated with secondary transmission B = 0.27 (95% CI: 0.0315 to 0.518, P = 0.04) 347 

adjusting for RNA viral load (Figure 3A & B).  348 

  Viral transmission exemplifies a complex system where understanding the mechanism of 349 

transmission requires deeper analysis than observing the sum of its components. This 350 
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observational study describes nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription as a component of SARS-351 

CoV-2 transmission. In a series of hospital associated outbreaks in British Columbia 352 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription was positively associated with the number of secondary 353 

cases (ongoing transmission) in patients but not health care workers. The reason for this 354 

difference may stem from health care workers wearing personal protective equipment while 355 

providing care. The Public Health Agency of Canada recommends that health care workers 356 

providing care to COVID-19 positive patients, as a minimum, adhere to droplet and contact 357 

precautions [47][45]. If care requires aerosol generating procedures, then the health care worker 358 

dons a N95 respirator with a gown, gloves, and eye protection[45]. Surgical masks and N95 359 

respirators provide a physical barrier between the mucosal membrane of the nasopharyngeal 360 

passage and virus carrying droplets or particles suspended in the air. The design and intended use 361 

of respirators and surgical masks differ. Respirators are designed to prevent inhalation of 362 

airborne particles and must fit tightly to the user’s face. Surgical masks are designed to protect 363 

others from aerosolized droplet production from the wearer’s upper respiratory system[46]. In 364 

either case, physical barrier provided by a mask can prevent SARS-CoV-2 viral particles from 365 

binding to ACE2 proteins on the surface of host cells and initiating the viral replication cycle. 366 

Masking may not completely prevent exposure to SARS-CoV-2 yet still decreases the infectious 367 

dose below the level necessary for infection[47]. Various studies have demonstrated the utility of 368 

surgical masks and N95 respirators at preventing COVID-19 or infection with other respiratory 369 

pathogens[47–49]. Use of surgical masks and social distancing was associated with a reduction 370 

of 44.9 COVID-19 cases per 1000 students and staff in Boston area school districts. This 371 

reduction represents a 4.49% decrease in the incidence of SARS-CoV-2[50].  A clinical trial 372 

investigating the use of surgical masks or N95 respirators to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection in 373 
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health care workers found no difference in the masks’ efficacy to protect from infection[51]. 374 

This suggests that when worn by health care workers, surgical masks and N95 respirators have 375 

comparable efficacy to reduce respiratory infections transmitted by small, aerosolized particles 376 

<5 μm. Taken together, this evidence supports the hypothesis that health care workers in our 377 

study were sufficiently protected by their personal protective equipment to negate the association 378 

between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary transmission. In contrast, 379 

hospitalized patients did not wear PPE while receiving care and nasopharyngeal ACE2 380 

transcription possessed a positive association with secondary transmission. The principle of a 381 

mask protecting the wearer from causing transmission instead of protecting contacts from 382 

acquiring infection parallels how high nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription in an infected person 383 

may produce more secondary cases.  High nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription may promote 384 

viral shedding in the upper airway and thus the production of finer aerosols from talking, 385 

singing, or sneezing. Fine aerosols can spread further than the large ones, produced lower in the 386 

respiratory tract, and pose an increased risk of infection to contacts[52]. As PPE use was not 387 

measured in our study competing hypotheses could explain the apparent difference in the 388 

relationship between ACE2 transcription and transmission among health care workers and 389 

patients. An unmeasured confounding variable present for health care workers but not patients 390 

could bias the relationship between ACE2 transcription and secondary transmission. For 391 

example, health care workers have variable shift lengths and leave the hospital daily after work; 392 

therefore, their contact time with an infected patient differs from that of an inpatient who shares 393 

the same hospital unit. This example also serves to demonstrate the complexity of measuring 394 

SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory pathogen’s transmission. We acknowledge that SARS-CoV-395 
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2 transmission occurs due to an intricate balance of social, biological, and environmental risk-396 

factors of which nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription may contribute a singular role[7].  397 

  Regulators of ACE2 transcription in the lower respiratory tract are well documented a 398 

lesser evidence base exists for the upper respiratory tract. Importantly, upper, and lower airway 399 

ACE2 transcription are not strongly corelated indicating that they may occur independently of 400 

each other[53]. In previous work we found that nasopharyngeal transcription of ACE2 did not 401 

differ by age (within adults over the age of eighteen) or biological sex[27], a finding which was 402 

further supported by this study. High nasopharyngeal ACE2 expression has been associated with 403 

long term inhaled corticosteroid use and exposure to fine particulate matter PM2.5. Below 404 

average, low nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription is associated with type 2 inflammation 405 

mediated by the cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13[54,55]. Therefore, individuals with asthma or 406 

allergic rhinitis may have lower upper airway ACE2 expression than those that do not. Further 407 

studies are required to understand additional predictors of upper airway ACE2 expression and if 408 

it relates to that of the lower airway. 409 

 410 

 Strengths and limitations: 411 

  The described study has several limitations in design, data collection and analysis. 412 

Sampling cases of SARS-CoV-2 but not their contacts prevented us from constructing a more 413 

robust transmission network[44]. Contact tracing data would benefit our analysis by increasing 414 

power of the study and allow estimation of the relationship between nasopharyngeal ACE2 415 

transcription and lack of transmission.  Estimating the relationship between nasopharyngeal 416 

ACE2 transcription and secondary transmission in only confirmed cases may have resulted in 417 

selection bias, where we selected for ACE2 measurements in persons that had been exposed and 418 
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infected by SARS-CoV-2[56]. Sampling from a population of hospitalized patients may also 419 

have introduced Berkson’s bias (admission rate bias) into the study and restricts our ability to 420 

generalize the results to other sub-groups or the community[56]. The hospitalized patients could 421 

share an unmeasured exposure, comorbidity or drug treatment which unknowingly affected their 422 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription.  Performing a sensitivity analysis helped us understand the 423 

importance of our assumptions in building the infection tracing transmission network. The 424 

assumption that the primary and secondary case shared the same hospital unit, proved the most 425 

important. Without knowing the place of exposure, the transmission network would not have 426 

resolved transmission pairs. Whole genome sequencing provided limited specificity of 427 

transmission events when the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak was short and genomes were classified by 428 

lineage and not at the resolution of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Incorporating SNPs 429 

into the analysis may increase resolution of the transmission network by more accurately 430 

determining transmission pairs. Using RT-qPCR to measure ACE2 transcription and RNA viral 431 

load overapproximates available ACE2 protein and viral particles[23].  Future work should aim 432 

to re-estimate the association between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary cases 433 

using data from a SARS-CoV-2 household transmission study. The design of a household 434 

transmission study has the benefits of selecting participants from a non-hospitalized population, 435 

observing secondary infections and contacts within family clusters in a context with limited use 436 

of personal protective equipment.    437 

 438 

Conclusion: 439 

   We estimate the association between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary 440 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission in a series of hospital associated outbreaks in British Columbia from 441 
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late 2020 to early 2021. Analysis shows that 98.6% of transmission pairs and 85% of primary 442 

cases had high nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription.  Multivariable analysis adjusting for RNA 443 

viral load and interaction by case description found that nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription was 444 

positively associated with SARS-CoV-2 transmission in hospital patients but not health care 445 

workers. We postulate that use of masks among health care workers explains this difference, 446 

transmission from health care workers with high ACE2 was interrupted by barrier protection. 447 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission remains a complex and unresolved phenomenon driven by biological, 448 

environmental, and social risk factors.  Differential nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription has been 449 

observed in COVID-19 negative persons and having high- above average- expression of ACE2 450 

may serve as a risk factor for transmission of SARS-CoV-2.   451 

 452 

  453 

 454 

 455 
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Table 1: Characteristics of analytic data stratified by case designation (n = 103). 730 

  Health Care 
Worker 

Patient P-Value 

Variable Level n = 46 n = 57  

Age (mean (SD))  41.1 (10.3) 78.6 (12.1) <0.001 

Biological Sex (%) Female 41.0 (89.1) 33.0 (57.9) 0.001 

 Male 5.00 (10.9) 24.0 (42.1)  

ACE2 Transcription 
(mean (SD)) 

 2.11 (2.88) 2.00 (3.06) 0.861 

RNA Viral Load 
(mean (SD)) 

 6.94 (1.79) 7.33 (1.98) 0.300 

Viral Lineage (%)    0.385 

 AL.1 28.0 (60.9) 27.0 (47.4)  

 B.1.128 0.00 (0.00) 1.00 (1.80)  

 B.1.2 14.0 (30.4) 25 (43.9)  

 B.1.279 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (3.50)  

 B.1.36 2.00 (4.30) 1.00 (1.80)  

 B.1.36.36 1.00 (2.20) 0.00 (0.00)  

 B.1.36.38 1.00 (2.20) 0.00 (0.00)  

Variables included in the study are stratified by case designation health care worker or patient. P-values for 731 

parametric statistical test performed on continuous (t-test) or categorical data (X2 test) are reported. Viral lineage 732 

calls are from whole genome sequencing data classified using the PANGOLIN tool (Version 1.15.1). Data is also 733 

available stratified by ‘High’ or ‘Low’ nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription (Table S1). 734 

 735 
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Table 2: Multivariable analysis of the relationship between ACE2 transcription and the number 744 

of SARS-CoV-2 secondary cases. 745 

 746 

 Multivariable Regression Models 
(Secondary Cases ~ ACE2 Transcription + RNA Viral Load + Case 

Description + ACE2 Transcription : Case Description) 

Beta Coefficients 
(95% CI) 

Poisson Quasi-Poisson Negative Binomial 
(NB) 

ACE2 Transcription 
in HCW 

-0.164 
(-0.236- [-0.0919]) 

-0.164 
(-0.273-[-0.0528]) 

-0.132 
(-0.255- [-0.0181]) 

RNA Viral Load 2.73*10^-3 
(5.34*10^-3 – 0.0976) 

2.73*10^-3 
(-0.141-0.150) 

-0.0197 
(-0.164- [0.123]) 

Case (Patient) -0.808 
(-1.20- [-0.421]) 

-0.808 
(-1.43- [-0.235]) 

-0.782 
(-1.42- [-0.162]) 

ACE2 Transcription 
in Patients 

0.208 
(0.0958-0.320) 

0.208 
(0.0382-0.382) 

0.187 
(0.01011-0.370) 

AIC 394 -- 346 

Theta 2.44 2.44 0.922 

Score Test  
(P Value) 

P < 0.001 -- P = 0.976 
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 747 

748 

 749 

 750 

Figure 1: Incidence curve of several hospital associated SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in British Columbia by 751 

epidemiological week from 07-11-2020 to 04-01-2021 (n = 103 laboratory confirmed cases). SARS-CoV-2 752 

incidence follows a non-normal distribution where an initial peak caseload was observed in W46-2020 and a second 753 

lesser case surge occurred in W52-2020.  A) SARS-CoV-2 cases are stratified by hospital floor, early in the 754 

surveillance period transmission occurred mostly on floor number two and later moved to floors four and five. If the 755 

floor where transmission occurred was not determined by the investigating epidemiologist, then it was coded as 756 

‘unknown’ for our analysis. B) SARS-CoV-2 cases are stratified by viral variant, n = 7 unique SARS-CoV-2 757 

variants were identified by whole genome sequencing participants diagnostic specimens.  SARS-CoV-2 variants 758 

AL.1 and B.1.2 caused the highest percentage of cases: AL.1, 55/103, 53% and B.1.2, 39/103, 38%.  759 

 760 

 761 
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 762 
Figure 2: Infection tracing transmission network analysis of a series of hospital associated SARS-CoV-2 763 

outbreaks in British Columbia by epidemiological week from 07-11-2020 to 04-01-2021 (n = 103 laboratory 764 

confirmed cases). Nodes represent confirmed cases while the edge show the direction of outgoing transmission, link765 

a primary case with at least one secondary case. A) Nodes in the transmission network are stratified by ACE2 766 

transcription (high or low), 82% of cases (84/103) had above average, high ACE2 transcription (P < 0.001). B) 767 

Nodes in the transmission network are classified by SARS-CoV-2 viral variant. The viral variants AL.1 and B.1.2 768 

caused multiple secondary infections thorough the outbreaks, in the first phase (before Dec.15th, 2020) of the study 769 

period most cases were AL.1 and later transitioned to B.1.2 in phase two (after Dec.15th, 2020). 770 

 771 
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 772 
Figure 3: Forest plot of point estimates from the association between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription of 773 

the primary case and the SARS-CoV-2 secondary cases. Poisson and Negative Binomial (NB) regression models 774 

were used for the primary analysis and sensitivity analysis of the assumptions used to construct the infection tracing 775 

networks. A) Beta-coefficients and ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the association between 776 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary cases within health care workers, adjusting for viral load. The 777 

best fit NB model shows no association in the primary analysis or sensitivity analysis (ii, iv or v). A significant 778 

association between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and the number of SARS-CoV-2 secondary cases was 779 

found for healthcare workers in sensitivity analysis iii, where the serial interval of 5.6 days was not used to build the 780 

transmission network. B) Beta-coefficients and ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the association between 781 

nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and secondary cases within patients, adjusting for viral load. The best fit NB 782 

model finds a positive association between in the primary analysis, and sensitivity analysis iii, and v. No association 783 

between nasopharyngeal ACE2 transcription and the number of SARS-CoV-2 secondary cases was found for 784 

patients in sensitivity analysis ii and iv, where assumptions of transmission occurring within hospital units and a 785 

15.6-day infectious period were excluded from constructing the transmission network, respectively.  786 
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